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Moore’s best-known graphic 
novel is undoubtedly Watchmen 
(1986). The comic attracted a lot 
of attention for its wide scope 
(range) of themes. Time Magazine 
rated it among2 the 100 best 
English-language novels from 1923 
to the present. 

Set partly in the 1930s and 
partly in the 1980s, it is a dark 
story which takes place in an 
alternative (different) universe. 
The Cold War• is in full swing3 
and the main characters are trying 
hard to prevent a possible nuclear 
holocaust•. However, these heroes 
are not typical. They are troubled 
by anxieties (worries) and doubts, 
relationship problems and mental 
illnesses. 

Good or bad?
The further originality of Watchmen 
lies in the moral dimension of 
the narrative4. The entire graphic 
novel is a complex examination5 
of the main characters and their 
personalities. One of the most 
controversial characters is certainly 
Rorschach – a die-hard6 vigilante 
(someone who takes the law into 
his own hands) who sees the world 
only in terms of good and evil. 
He punishes the bad and protects 
the good, but the results are rather 
questionable (problematic). 
Rorschach is finally killed at the end 
of the novel by the mysterious 
Dr. Manhattan. Dr. Manhattan is 
the book’s most powerful character. 
He can see through time and walk 
on the surface7 of the sun. Both 
these characters are very different 
and often work against one 
another. Moore remains objective•, 
and the reader can understand 
the motivations of both, and 
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therefore empathize with them. This empathy 
is the very basis of the novel, because Moore 
presents a very realistic world to us.

Instead of standing back and watching 
the hero save the day* as in traditional comics, 
the reader is forced to question the heroes’ 
intentions8. Where many classic comics have 
a very black and white moral environment, 
Watchmen is all gray.

Entertainment Weekly dubbed (called) 
Watchmen “the greatest superhero story ever 
told” in 2008. The graphic novel's impact 
(influence/effect) can perhaps be seen in its 
recent movie adaptation. The results did not 
altogether impress fans. In fact, Moore himself 
doesn't like any of his novels' film adaptations 
(not even the legendary V for Vendetta). 
Vít Bohal (CR)

V o c a b u l a r y
1 cinematic [sInI"matIk] – filmový
2 to rate (sb/sth among) [reIt] – řadit (koho/co mezi)
3 to be in full swing – vrcholit
4 narrative ["nar@tIv] – vyprávění, příběh
5 examination [Ig%zamI"neIS(@)n] – zkoumání 
6 die-hard – zatvrzelý
7 surface ["s@;fIs] – povrch
8 intention [In"tenS(@)n] – záměr
9 villain ["vIl@n] – padouch, záporná postava

10 to come to terms (with sb/sth) – smířit se (s čím) 
11 aging – stárnoucí
12 to haunt (sb) [hO;nt] – strašit, pronásledovat (koho)

G lo S S a r y *
to bring the story to life - to make the story exciting and 

interesting
to save the day – to do something that solves a serious 

problem
to get the story rolling – to get the story started

l a N G u a G E  P o I N T S
Somebody is being objective when he/she is not 
influenced by his/her personal feelings (Moore remains 
objective means that the author doesn´t favour any of 
his heroes and is able to show their strengths as well as 
weaknesses). However, an objective is also a goal we want 
to attain (My objective is to become a singer.). 

We use the suffix –like to say something resembles or 
has the characteristics of something. God‑like being will 
have attributes of a god, a girl with lady‑like behaviour will 
probably act older than her age.

culTur E 
PoINTS

The Cold War – a state of political tension 
that existed from 1945 until 1990 between 
countries led by the Soviet Union and countries 
led by the United States

The Holocaust – the term is usually used 
when speaking about the genocide (killing) 
of six million European Jews by the Nazis 
during World War II. To prevent a possible 
nuclear holocaust in the text refers to a mass 
destruction (katastrofa, zkáza).

wHO ARE 
tHE HEROES

Daniel Dreiberg / Nite Owl
He inherited a big fortune and became 
a vigilante, but when the novel takes place he 
is retired. He is getting older, but finds courage 
when he meets Rorschach, and strength in his 
love for the younger Laurie Juspeczyk.

Adrian Veidt / Ozymandias
The multimillionaire who is called “the smartest 
man in the world.” He made a fortune through 
his intelligence and wants to protect the world 
from a nuclear holocaust. You might find his 
character very interesting since he turns out to 
be the villain9 of the story. 

Laurie Juspeczyk / 
Silk Spectre
Her Polish-born mother wanted her to 
become a vigilante “super-hero”, which 
has been a source of great trouble 
for Laurie. By the end of the novel, 
however, she comes to terms10 with her 
former life, including her relationship 
with Dr. Manhattan, and is engaged to 
the aging11 Nite Owl.

Walter Joseph Kovacs / 
Rorschach
The ruthless (cruel) vigilante who roams (wanders) 
the streets of New York only to punish evil and 
protect good. He is a mentally sick man, who has 
a very black and white view about the world. 

John Osterman / 
Dr. Manhattan

A former nuclear physicist who 
has transformed (changed) 
from a man to a God-like• 

being. He can teleport objects 
as well as himself and uses his 

mind to manipulate the physical 
world. He is the most 

extraordinary (special) 
character of the Watchmen 

because he is the only one with 
actual ‘super’ powers. 

Edward Blake / The Comedian
Throughout the novel he is only seen in flashbacks (past events), 
as his death is the event that gets the story rolling *. He is 
a former CIA agent and Vietnam War veteran, and is haunted12 
by ghosts of his past. He is very cynical, yet deeply human.


